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Abstnact

This thesis describes the use of the sequential stack algorithm for decoding linear
block codes. The motivations for using this algorithm are that (i) it can be applied to any

linear block code, (ii) it uses soft decisions, and (iii) it is efficient at moderate to high
signal-to-noise ratios.
Because the sequential stack algorithm was developed to decode convolutional
codes,

it is not necessarily suited to block codes. Instead of modifying the algorithm to suit

block codes, block code encoders can be designed to suit the algorithm. Two techniques

for designing encoders are described in the thesis. The first follows from Wotf s trellis
construction techniques, while the second casts a block code in the form of a rate one

time-varying convolutional code. For suitable encoders, the sequential algorithm can be
used to decode binary, q-ary, and concatenated codes. Further,

it is proven that the

sequential algorithm performs maximum likelihood soft decision decoding.

To be able to determine the effectiveness of the sequential algorithm, computational

complexity measures are formulated. Using these measures, it is shown that the stack
algorithm is the most efficient algorithm for decoding the (24,12) extended Golay code
when the signal power is at least four times greater than the noise power. Computer
simulations show that the stack algorithm can be made more efficient by setting a search

limit and by reducing its stack size. These improvements come at the cost of error
performance.

Overall, the thesis shows that the sequential algorithm is a viable alternative for
decoding linear block codes at reasonable signal-to-noise ratios.
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Chapten

I - Xntrodr¡ctior'¡

Owing to their algebraic properties, linear block codes are typically decoded using
algebraic techniques. Generally, these algebraic techniques suffer from an inherent loss of
2 dB [Proa89] in error perlormance because they can not use soft decisions. This is not to
say that all block codes can not be soft decision decoded, but when efficient algorithms

exist they are usually specific to a code or class of codes at best. On the other hand,
convolutional codes are easily decoded using the Viterbi algorithm or a sequential algorithm
that use soft decisions and hence have a 2 dB advantage over block codes. Therefore, the

ability to extend the convolutional decoding techniques to block codes would clearly

be

advantageous.

Why have soft decisions been so easy to use when decoding convolutional codes
but not when decoding block codes? Perhaps the overwhelming algebraic structure of
linear block codes has overshadowed the trellis structure that block codes also possess. It
is the trellis structure of convolutional codes that allows soft decision decoding to be easily

implemented. Thus, if a trellis structure can be assigned to a block code, then soft decision
decoding will easily follow.

Wolf has shown how to construct

a trellis

for linear block codes in general [Wolf78].

The Viterbi algorithm may then be applied to this trellis to decode block codes using soft
decisions. Unfortunately, the width of Wolf s trellis grows exponentially with the number
of parity symbols used in the block code, thereby, making the Viterbi algorithm inefficient

for higher parity codes. For

these larger trellises a sub-optimum algorithm such as the

M-algorithm [MaMo82] could be used.

if

the signal-to-noise ratios are at least moderate,

then a sequential algorithm would be very efficient without sacrificing the optimal error
performance of the Viterbi algorithrn.

n"X

Sequential Algorithrns

Since trellises for block codes are very wide, a sequential algorithm, working at
moderate signal-to-noise ratios, is an effective decoding alternative to the Viterbi algorithm.

Unlike the Viterbi algorithm, a sequential algorithm follows a single path through a trellis

until it reaches the end of the trellis or it decides to abandon its current path and follow

a

better path. At reasonable signal-to-noise ratios, a sequential algorithm will only explore a

small number of promising paths. As a result, the sequential algorithm will visit a fraction
of the overall trellis that the Viterbi algorithm must cover and hence it is more efficient.

Akin to a tourist travelling through New York, the sequential algorithm requires

a

map, road signs, and a compass to successfully decode a block codeword. That is, the
sequential algorithm requires a trellis for the block code (city map), information determining

where the algorithm is in the trellis (road signs), and a measure telling the algorithm which

direction it should follow (compass).

As important as maps, road signs, and compasses are, the tourist can not travel
through New York unless he has transportation. Similarly, a block code can not be
decoded unless there is a decoding algorithm. Because of its pedagogic simplicity the stack

algorithm can be used to demonstrate the application of sequential decoding to block codes.

1.

"2

R.eview

of T'rellis

Ðecoding Techniques

The idea of assigning a trellis to a block code first appeared in i978 in papers by

Wolf [Wolf78] and Massey [Mass78]. Both were motivated by rhe ability ro use

rhe

Viterbi algorithm to decode linear block codes easily. While Wolf answered how to apply
the Viterbi algorithm, Massey went a step further and showed how to measure the cornplexity

of the Viterbi algorithm. Complexity could then be used as a guide for designing trellises

for block

codes.

Under Wolf s trellis construction, the lvidth of the trellis grows exponentially with
the number of parity symbols in the block code. As a result, the Viterbi algorithm is only

computationally practical for low parity codes. Recognizing this, Matis and Modestino, in
1982, proposed using the M algorithm to search the trellis [MaMo82]. The M algorithm

only searches a subset of the trellis and, therefore, has a lower complexity than the Viterbi
algorithm. The disadvantage of the M algorithm (as compared to the Viterbi algorithm) is
that it is not a maximum likelihood algorithm. Consequently, there is a trade-off between
computational com plexi ty and enor performance.

The sequential algorithm is also adept at searching large trellises. In 1991, Offer
and Perkins described the use of the sequential stack algorithm to decode systematic binary

block codes [OfPe9l]. In their algorithm, they use a modified Fano metric that makes the
algorithm close to (but not exactly) maximum likelihood. The disadv anÍageof the sequential

algorithm is that it has a variable complexity depending on the channel noise. This limits
the algorithm to channels with reasonable noise levels.

All

three approaches allow soft decision decoding to be perfonned for block codes.

As well, the algorithms only require that a trellis (or a tree) structure can be assigned to the
code, and, hence, are general soft decoding algorithms.

n.3 Other Soft Ðecision

Decoding ,{lgorithms

Other than the trellis decoding algorithms, there are onìy a few good soft decision

algorithms that can be used to decode any linear block code. This overview will be limited
to those algorithms that are designed to minimize the codeword error rate or at least do so
asymptotically. These algorithms are: generalized Wagner decoding
[SnBe89], generalized
minimum distance decoding [Forn6ó], and channel measurement decodin glChasT2].

Given the received sequence, all of these algorithms perform the same three steps

while decoding. First, hard decisions are made on the received sequence. In the second
step, the algorithm determines a set of contending codewords. Finally, a codeword from

this set is chosen using a soft decision criteria. The algorithms differ from each other in the
manner in which the set of contending codewords is determined.

Genenalized Wagnen Ðecoding
In 19fl, Silverman and Balser [SiBa54] considered
a code (the Wagner code) that probably corrects

the problern of choosing betrveen

all single errors and

a code (the

Hamming

code) that definitely corrects all single errors. Though the latter initially appears to be the
best choice, this decision is clouded by the fact that the probability that a bit is received in

error is higher for the Hamming code. This observation is the consequence of an equal
energy codeword assumption. The Wagner code is simply formed by appending a parity

check bit to the information sequence.

It is decoded by making hard decisions on the

received sequence and then complementing the least likely bit

if

the parity

fails.

Because

it

only has one extra bit, as opposed to several, the probability of error for Wagner codes
(using this decoding procedure) is less than that for Hamming codes (using a hard decision
decoding algorithm).

In 1989, Snyders

and Be'ery [SnBe89] showed how

to generalize

the Wagner

decoding rule to make it useful for all codes (not just single parity codes). Though the
algorithm can be used to decode linear block codes in general, it is most efficiently used for
small parity codes. With this in mind, they have showed how to apply the algorithm ro rhe
cosets of a subcode and, thereby, create an efficient algorithm. The generalized algorithm
can be summarized as

follows: make hard decisions and evaluate the syndrome; secondly,

among all of the sets of linearly independent columns of the parity check matrix that add to
the syndrome, find the one for which the sum of confidence values is minimum; finally,

complement the bits associated with the set found. This algorithm is the only one of the
three algorithms considered in the overview that is optimum in regards to minimizing the

word error rate.

Genenalized Minimum Ðistar¡ce Ðecoding

In

1966, Forney [Forn66] presented a new distance criterion, called generalized

minimum distance, that incorporates soft decision information. He then presented an
algorithm that uses the generalized measure and is nearly maximum likelihood for a low
noise white Gaussian channel. The algorithm works by erasing various numbers of the
least reliable bits and then decoding the resultant words with an erasures-and-errors decoder.

Of the resulting codewords, the one that falls within the generalized minimum distance of
the received word is selected as the correct codeword.

Channel Nleasurement Ðecoding

In 7972,

Chase lChasTZl presented three asymptotically optimum algorithms

for

soft decision decoding of block codes. These algorithms differ in the sizes of the sets of
contending codewords they construct. In all algorithms, the sequence of hard decisions is
perturbed by a set of test patterns. The perturbed sequences are then decoded using a hard

decision algorithm. Of these candidates, the codeword that produces an error pattern of
minimum analog weight is selected as the correct codeword.

L.4

Thesis Outline

Chapter 2 shows how to represent block codes as a tree or trellis. These structures
can be constructed easily by using the block code's encoder. The sequential stack algorithm,
as applied to binary, q-ary, and concatenated codes, is described

in the remainder of

the

chapter.

The key motivation for using a sequential algorithm is that it is an efficient algorithm

for optimal decoding of block codes at moderate signal-to-noise ratios. Thus, chapter
deals with the issue of computational complexity. Here, a previously defined measure

3

of

complexity is used to determine the complexity of the stack algorithm as applied to linear
block codes.
Chapter 4 presents computer simulation results that show that the stack algorithm is

optimal and efficient. The block codes used in the simulations are the (8,4) extended
Hamming code and the (24,12) extended Golay code. For the (Z4,IZ) Golay code, the
computational complexity is compared to the leading algebraic techniques. The simulations
show that by 6 dB the sequential algorithm is the most efficient algorithm for soft decision
decoding of the (24,12) Golay code.

Though the sequential algorithm is efficient, it can be made more efficient through
refinements to the algorithm. These refinements usually come at the cost of error performance.

Chapter 5 deals with two techniques to reduce the complexity of the sequential stack

algorithm. These are setting an upper search limit and reducing the stack size.
Finally, chapter 6 contains conclusions and recommendations for further study.

6

Chapter 2 - Sequentiat Stact< Algorittrrr¡ fon tstrock Codes

In section I.2 the Viterbi, sequential, and M algorithms for decoding block codes
were briefly discussed. Of these, the sequential algorithm is the only algorithm that can

optimally (in terms of error performance) decode large parity block codes. The sequential
algorithm is visualized as a tree (or possibly trellis) searching algorithm. Thus, in order to
apply the algorithm to block codes, a tree representation must be found for block codes. In
section 2.L the tree and trellis representations for block codes are found. Tree representations

can be found for any block code whether it is linear or non-linear.

then a trellis representation can be found. Finally,

it is shown

If

the code is linear,

that the tree or trellis

representation can be easily generated using the code's encoder. Section 2.2 shows how to
design these encoders based on the code's generator matrix.
Sections 2.3 through 2.6 describe the sequential stack algorithm in detail for binary,

q-ary, and concatenated codes. In section 2.4 the metric used while decoding is discussed.

It is also shown that the sequential stack algorithm using this metric is optimal in terms of
error performance.

2.'1,

Altennative Representations of tslock Codes

Convolutional codes can be decoded using a tree or a trellis searching algorithm.
These algorithms have the advantage of being general (applicable to all convolutional
codes) and being able to incorporate soft decision information easily. Block codes can also
be decoded using these algorithms

if they are looked

at in the proper manner. The tree or

trellis representation is a trade of the use of the block code's algebraic structure for generality
and soft decision decoding ease.

The usefulness of atree or trellis representation is that it allows one to reduce the

number of codewords under consideration. For example, for linear binary codes, a decision

made at the fork between two branches halves the number of contending codewords.
Rather than considering each codeword individually until a match is found, the codewords
are reduced until only a single choice survives. This is akin to a game

of twenty questions

where each question narrows down the possibilities rather than a situation where all
possibilities are considered individually until a match is found.

All block

codes, linear or non-linear, have a tree representation as do all convolutional

codes. This representation is the most general, and, consequently, ignores a large portion

of the code's algebraic structure. Nevertheless, this representation does allow soft decision
decoding to take place.

A tree for an (n,k) block code over GF(q) can be created conceptually rather easily.
First, a tree representing all possible n-tuples with elements from GF(q) (q" in total) can be

grown. This tree will have the characteristic that each branch will have q exiting branches.
This implies that the total number of branches at each level in the tree will be q times

as

large as the previous level. The last level of the tree will have a total of q" branches. So far
the only information from the code used to construct the tree has been the block size n and
the field size

q. The second step in constructing

the proper tree for the (n,k) block code is

to prune the tree so that all paths through the tree represent codewords from the (n,k) block

code. The number of paths will be equal to the number of codewords which is usually
equal to qk

As an example, the tree for a (4,2) block code over GF(2), where the code consists

of the 4 codewords {00i1,0101, 1101, 1111}, can be constructed using the previous
procedure. First a tree growin g to

2a branches

is built and labelled.
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Figure 2.1.2. Pruned Binary Tree

Once a tree is constructed, any codeword can be found by tracing

iþath through

the tree.

An even more compact representation of a block code can be constructed if the code
is linear. A linear block code has a generator matrix G and parity matrix

H.

Using the

parity matrix H, Wolf has shown how to construct a trellis. As an example, the trellis for a
(5,3) block code is shown below. The zeros and ones that make up the code are represented

by solid and dashed lines, respectively.

Depth

012345
00

2.2

Encoders

The following is quoted from the preface of Richard E. Blahut's coding textbook:

"Good codes need good decoders, and good decoding
algorithms lmve been dfficult to find. In the end, it may be

just

as

fruitful for theoreticians to search out new codes to fit

known decoders as

it is to search out new decoders

kno,yvn codes." [BI,ah83

to

fit

]

Therefore, instead of trying to suit the sequential decoding algorithm to block
codes,

it might be wiser and easier to try to suit the block codes to the decoder. That is, for

an arbitrary block code,

it might

be better to find an equivalent block code that has an

encoder suited to the decoding algorithm. With this goal in mind, it is necessary to first
10

determine what the sequential algorithm requires of an encoder.

The object of the decoder is to retrace the path followed by the encoder through the
tree or trellis. To accomplish this the decoder requires a replica of the original encoder to

define the tree or trellis. Then the decoder can attempt to determine which information
sequence was encoded based on the received noise corrupted codeword.

The first requirement of an encoder is that it can output a symbol for every input

symbol. This is necessary for the algorithm to be able to generate the tree "on the fly".
That is, the encoder does not have to wait for the entire information sequence before it can
determine the beginning of a codervord.

It is important for the decoding algorithm to know where it is in the tree at all times.
This information determines which branches exit the particular node at which the algorithm
is currently stationed. The easiest method for this is to store the entire tree in a memory that
can be referenced by the algorithm as it moves forward. For large codes this presents a
practical problem since the tree grows exponentially with the number of information symbols.
When the Viterbi algorithm is used on a trellis for a block or convoluiional code
keeps track of where

it

it is by storing the state of the encoder. The successor states can then

be determined for all of the encoder's possible inputs. Thus, the second requirement for an
encoder is that it has a state that can be read.

In summary, though the details of the encoder are not important, it is necessary that
the encoder be able to output a symbol for every input symbol, and also have a state that
can be recognized and read by the decoder. As long as a "black box" encoder satisfying
these two requirements can be found, the algorithm can keep track of where

it is at all

times.

Though the "black box" encoder is sufficient to guarantee that the algorithm can
move through the tree without storing the tree it may not be the simplest encoder. Further,

for an arbitrary encoder it may be difficult to determine the state of the encoder. Two
11

different approaches for designing encoders follow.

Approach I
This approach follows from Wolf s trellis construction techniques
[WolfTg]. For
(n,k) linear block codes, at least, a one-input-one-output encoder can be designed using
the
code's generator or parity matrix. First, since every linear block code has an equivalent
systematic code, it is only necessary to consider systematic block codes. Then the first
k
output symbols are equal to the first k input symbols. The remaining (n-k) output symbols
are equal to the elements of the vector formed by the weighted sum of the first k columns

of

the code's systematic parity check matrix. The sum is weighted by the first k input

symbols. This weighted sum is also the state of the encoder. Mathematically, after t
symbols have entered the encoder, the state is:

r-

st=

1

T t hj = i6h6 + i1h1 +... + i¡-1h¡-1

(2.2.r)

j=0

where

\

is the jth column of the code's parity check matrix. Figure 2.2.1. shows

diagram of this type of encoder.

r-

st=

1

I

j =o

@-@Þ
Output

Figure

2.2.L

Encoder for Systematic Block Codes

t2

a

if

the code is cyclic, then it can also be encoded systematically with the following shift

register circuit with feedback where the g,'s are determined by its generator polynomial.

_1

8n'-L

Input

Figure 2.2.2. Systematic Encoder for Cyclic Codes

Initially

the output is connected to the input and the feedback loop is closed.

After k

symbols have been entered into the encoder, the output is connected to the encoder circuit
and the feedback loop is opened. The state of this encoder is defined by the contents of the

(n-k) shift registers.
As a simple example, the encoder for an (n,n-1) Wagner code [SiBa54] is shown

below. The feedback loop is switched out after (n-1) symbols have been entered into the
encoder. This circuit simply appends a single even parity bit to any binary sequence.

@+

Figure 2.2.3. Encoder for a Wagner Code
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Approach 2
A

second approach to designing encoders for block codes is motivated by the fact

that the sequential algorithm was originally designed for convolutional codes.
code can be made to look like a convolutional code, then

if

a block

it can be decoded in a more

straight forward manner.
For example, encoders for a cyclic block code and a convolutional code are shown

in Figure 2.2.4. Aside from the upper taps of the convolutional code, both encoders are
identical. Both codes have the same trellis and tree representations differing only in that the
one for the block code has a single bit labelling each branch instead of two.

(7,4) Block code or (1,1,3) convolurional

code

(2,1,3) convolurional code

Figure 2.2.4. Block and Convolutional Code Encode¡s
Motivated by the above example, if it is possible to encode all linear block codes
(and not only cyclic codes) using a sequence of shift registers, then the encoding and
decoding of block codes

will

be the same as for convolutional codes. The following

theorem shows how to find an equivalent code that can be encoded using a sequence of
shift registers. This theorem is proved in Appendix2-A.

t4

T'åreorer¡r

n

Given an (n,k) Iinear block code with generator matrix G, an equivalent code can be

found that has a generator matrix of

"=f

the

foltowing form:

*Eo*000"'00
O,**t -00 00
0'.00*gr-z-0
0..000*gk_l *

where the g ,'s are (n-k+ t )-tuples.

This equivalent code can be encoded using (n-k) shift registers with time-varying
taps, as shown

in Figure 2.2.5. The taps are determined by the columns of the generator

matrix. That is, the

taps for the

first infonnation symbol are determined by the first column

of the Senerator matrix while the taps for the second symbol are determined by the second

column. For example, the

taps

for the kth symbol are the first element of

gu_,, the second

element of gr-r, the third element of gr-r, and so on until all (n-k+1) taps are determined.

More precisely, 8i(t) =

g,-,,,

for 0 < t-i < k-1, and is equal to zero otherwise. The state of the

encoder is simply the contents of the (n-k) shift registers.

@

eo(Ð

Figure 2.2.5. Encoder for Block Codes
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The procedure for using this encoder is as follows:

1.

Initialize all the registers tozero.

2.

Set the encoder taps.

J.

Enter a symbol.

4.

Repeat steps 2 and 3 for k info¡mation symbols.

5.

Repeat steps 2 and 3 for (n-k) zeros.

This encoder yields n codeword symbols due to the k information symbols and the (n-k)
zeros' The block encoder has only one output for every input. Therefore, the block
code
can be viewed as a rate one (i.e.
decoded as if

n=l

it were a convolutional

and k=1) time-varying convolutional code and can be
code.

Cyclic codes are a special case of the previous theorem. If the code is cyclic, then
all of the (n-k+1)-tuples in G are the same, and, hence, the encoder taps do not change
with

time. The encoder is shown in Figure 2.2.6.

Figure 2.2.6. Encoder for Cyclic Codes

Both approaches have their own advantages and disadvantages. The first approach
has the advantage that the code

it generates is systematic so it is easy to remove
76

the

information from the code. A second advantage is that it is easy to label the tree or trellis
for the code for depths less than k because the first k output symbols are equal to the first k
input symbols' The disadvantage of this first approach is that the trellis described by the
encoder is irregular. The second approach has the advantage that its trellis is the familiar

trellis for a corresponding convolutional code. It only differs in the branch labels. As
well, since the analogy to convolutional codes is so much stronger, it is clearer how to use
this encoder with the sequential algorithm.

2.3

sequential stack .A.lgorithm (ss.A.) for ginany Elock codes

The object of the sequential algorithm is to search through the tree constructed for
the code to find the codeword that most closely resembles the received sequence. The
sequential stack algorithm follows a path through the tree until some other path looks
more

promising. At this point the other path is explored until a better, if any, path is found.
This continues until some path reaches the end of the tree at which time this path is chosen
as the path most resembling the noise corrupted codeword. During the search, partially

searched paths are stored in a stack and arranged according to their resemblance
to the
received sequence.
Instead of storing the partial paths on a stack that is sorted, the paths can be stored

in a priority queue as described by Chang and Yao [ChYa86]. The priority queue is a
greatest-in-first-out (GIFO) type of stack as opposed to the usual last-in-first-out (LIFO)

stack. The advantage of the priority queue is that it avoids a lot of the needless sorting
required by the stack algorithm by realizing that the most promising path is the only path
required by the algorithm at any given time. As well, Chang and Yao

s

parallel implementation

of the priority queue allows the algorithm to determine the most promising partial path in
fixed processing time.
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a

The algorithm for decoding an (n,k) binary block code is:

1.
2.

Delete the best path from the priority queue.

if

the path is at the end of the tree, output the information sequence and quit.

Otherwise:

.
4.
5'
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
1 1.
3

Initialize the state of the encoder.
Input a bit (0 or 1) inro the encoder.
Calculate the branch metric using the encoder output bit and the received bit.

Add the branch metric to the path metric.
Append the input bit to the information sequence.
Increment the path length.

store the metric, path, path length, and state in the priority queue.
Repeat steps 3 thru 9 until all of the possible input bits are exhausted.

Return to step

1.

The algorithm presented above requires some explanation. Before any decoding
can take place a priority queue of sufficient size must be available to the algorithm. The

priority queue must be able to store at least four pieces of information about a particular
node' These are the metric, partial path, path length, and encoder state. The metric is the
measure used to determine which path most resembles the received sequence. The partial

path contains the information bits leading to the current state of the encoder, and the path

length is the number of information bits. The priority queue must then be initialized with
the root of the code tree where the metric will be zero, the partial path

path length

will

be zero, and the state

will

be empty, the

will be the all-zero state. in this way step 1 will

delete the root of the code tree and begin the decoding process from this point.

Step 1 requires that the best path be deleted from the priority queue. The four

i8

pieces of information that come with that best path must then be stored for use in later
steps. Specifically, in step 3 the state of the encoder is initialized. Here the encodef s state

is initialized to the state of the path deleted from the priority queue in step 1. In step 6 the
path metric from step 1 is needed to calculate a new path metric. In steps
partial path and path length from step

7

and

8, the

1 are updated.

Block codes are encoded by serially entering k information bits into the encoder
followed by (n-k) zeros. Therefore, as step 10 suggests, there are two possible inputs bits
(i.e' 0 or 1) for path lengths less than k but only one (i.e. 0) for paths with longer lengths.

2.4

F

ano Metric

Block Codes Over

GF''(z)

In order to decode a received sequence, a measure is needed to determine which of
the possible codewords the received sequence most resembles. When sequentially decoding

convolutional codes the usual measure is the Fano metric. This metric reflects the different
depths of paths through the

trellis. Before the sequential algorithm can be applied to a

block code, the Fano metric must be formulated. The metric for decoding binary block
codes transmitted over a memoryless channel is presented below and derived in Appendix

2-8.
.ttano Metric
Ni

M(i,r) = - :
j=

(2.4.1)
1

where r, is the jth output of the receiver' s matched filter, c,, is the jth bit in the ith codeword,
c,,

with an overbar is the complement of c,,, N, is the length (in bits) of ith partial codeword,

and p(r, I c,,) is the channel's conditional output probability density function.
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As a specific example, the Fano metric for decoding binary block codes transmitted
over an AWGN channel using BPSK modulation is:

Fano Metric - AWGN/BPSK
¡/'

M(i,r)

-

-

j=

|

,"rl r + exp( + rz', ll ^/1
)]
"

(2.4.2)

where E" is the energy per transmitted bit, and No is the single sided noise power density.

It should also be noted that since the metrics can be scaled by any constant the logarithm
can be with respect to any base.

Theorern 2
The sequential stack algorithm with the Fano metric always
finds the maximum

likelihood codeword.

Fnoof
The goal of the decoder is to find the codeword with maximum probability given
the received sequence. Mathematically, given the received sequence

r, the decoder attempts

to find the codeword c, that maximizes pr(c, r r) or log pr(c, I r), assuming that all
codewords are equally likely to be transmitted.

If

the Fano metric is calculated for all

codewords, then the codeword with the maximum Fano metric
that madmizes Pr(c,

I

will also be the codeword

r).

The stack algorithm does not calculate the total metric for all paths, though. Therefore,

it is necessary to show that if a completed path

reaches the top of the stack (because

it

has

the largest metric) then no other path can have a metric that is larger than its metric. In
other words,

if

a completed path reaches the top

20

of the stack then it must be the most likely

codeword. This can be proved by making the observation that the branch metric is always
less than or equal to zero for block codes. Consequently,

if a completed path is compared

to a partial path, where the path metric of the former is larger than the metric of the latter,
then it is impossible for the path metric of the partial path to ever exceed the metric of the

completed path. Since all other paths through the tree must diverge from the completed
path, the completed path will be the maximum likelihood codeword.
The proof leads to the following corollary.

Conollary
The sequential stack algorithm with any branch metric, that is less thnn or equal to

zero, will always find the maximutn likelihood codeword, provided tlrut maxímizing the
metric is equivalent to maxùnizing Pr(c,l r).

For example, the following metrics may also be used for decoding codewords
transmitted over an AWGN channel with BPSK modulation:

N

M(i,n)

- T t vq - (2c¡j - t) ': l2
j=1

(2.4.3)

N,

M(i,r) =

-I tll

j=1

I

- (2c¡ - t)

r¡

(2.4.4)

l

The Fano metric was developed with the goal of minimizing the amount of searching

performed by the sequential algorithm. Despite the fact that these two metrics guarantee
optimal error performance they are not guaranteed to minim ize the amount of searching. A
comparison of these and other possible metrics for sequential decoding can be found in
Appendix 2-C.
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2.5

SSA

for tslock

Codes over GF(q)

Block codes over larger fields than GF(2) can also be decoded using the previous

algorithm. Unlike

the approach taken by Offer and Perkins [OfPe91], there is no need to

change the code to a binary code with this algorithm. Consequently, any block code can be
decoded using the algorithm and not just codes over fields that are a power of 2.

A few logical

changes have to made to the algorithm to generalize

itfrom GF(2) to

GF(q). First of all, the tree for a block code over GF(q) has q exiting branches per node
rather than two. As a result q different inputs must be entered into the encoder and q paths
must be added to the stack per step.

Figure

2.51.

q-aryTree

The algorithm for decoding block codes over GF(q) is then:

1.
2.

Delete the best path from the priority queue.

If

the path is at the end of the tree, output the information sequence and quit.

Otherwise:

3.

Initialize the state of the encoder.
22

Input a symbol from GF (q) into the encoder.
calculate the branch metric using the encoder output and received syrnbol.

Add the branch metric to the path metric.
Append the input symbol to the information sequence.
increment the path length.
Store the metric, path, path length, and state in the priority queue.
Repeat steps 3 thru 9 until all of the possible input

Return to step

syrnbols

are exhausted.

1.

This algorithm differs from that for binary block codes in that it is generalized. to
symbols over GF(q) instead of bits from GF(2). For example,

in step 10 there are q

possible input symbols, as opposed to two possible input bits, for path lengths less than k

(the number of information symbols). For paths of k symbols or more there is still only
one possible input symbol, namely zero. The differences are noted by the bold type.

The metric used for decoding must change to reflect the fact that the code is over
GF(q) instead of GF(2). The Fano metric now becomes:
F

ano vi.etrrc - q-any uodes

M(i,r)=

N¡

Ë bg

i=t

P?¡lcu)

(2.s.Ð

ln?¡1c,,¡
çii

where c,, is a symbol from GF(q). The derivation of the metric is shown in AppendixZ-p..
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2.6

SSA

for

Concatenated Codes

Concatenated codes are generally decoded using two decoders that decode the inner
and outer codes. When a convolutional code is used as the inner code, the Viterbi algorithm

or the sequential algorithm can be used to decode the code using soft decisions. Usually,
the outer code is a block code, like a Reed-Solomon code, that is used to correct the burst
errors of the Viterbi or sequential decoder. The decoder for the Reed-Solomon code does

not use soft decisions at all, though. Since it is now possible to decode a block code using

soft decisions via the Viterbi or sequential algorithm it may be possible to decode the
overall concatenated code with these algorithms. The motivation for using a single algorithm

to decode the entire code is twofold. The first motivation is the ability to easily use soft
decisions in the decoding. Secondly, this approach results in the savings of one decoder.

A block diagram of a block-convolutional concatenated coding

scheme is shown

below. The outer code is an (N,K) block code with symbols from GF(q-p*) while

the

inner code is an (n,k) convolutional code with symbols from GF(p).

(N,K) BC

(n,k) CC
over GF(p)

over GF(q)

Figure

2.6.I.

Concatenated Coding Scheme

For every symbol from GF(q=p) that is an input into the outer (block) encoder, m
symbols from GF(p) are output and passed to the inner (convolutional) encoder. These m
symbols then cause nm/k symbols from GF(p) to be output from the convolutional encoder.

Therefore, one symbol from GF(q=p) input into the overall encoder causes mn/k symbols

from GF(p) to be output. At this point it is necessary to impose the constraint that k
24

divides m so that an integral number of symbols are output at a time.

This overall encoder can then be used to construct a tree for the concatenated code.
This tree will look the same as the tree for the outer (block) code. It will only differ
in that
the branches

will

be labelled with the nm/k symbols from GF(p) instead of a single symbol

from GF(q-p'"). As well, the convolutional code introduces memory between successive
codewords. The implication of this is that the trees of successive codewords will
one after the

other. An example of a tree for

be

joined

a concatenated block-convolutional code is

shown below.

Figure 2.6.2. Concatenated Code Tree

The state of the overall encoder is the state of the block encoder and the state of
the

convolutional encoder. The state of the block encoder will be over GF(q=p)
while the
st'ate

for the convolutional code will

states and an (n,k) memory

will

have

om(N-KÞkM

be over

GF(p). Given an (N,K) block code with

M convolutional code with pM

qN-K

states, then the overall encoder

shtes. This enormous number of states effectively eliminates the Viterbi

algorithm as a decoding alternative leaving only the sequential algorithm.
The algorithm for decoding concatenated block-convolutional codes is:
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1.
2.

Delete the best path from the priority queue.

If

the path is at the end of the tree, output the information sequence and quit.

Otherwise:

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
1 1.

Initialize the state of the encoder.
Input a symbol from GF(q-p') into the encoder.
Calculate the branch metric using the encoder output and received

syrnbols.

Add the branch metric to the path metric.
Append the input symbol to the information sequence.
Increment the path length.

store the metric, path, path length, and state in the priority queue.
Repeat steps 3 thru 9 until all of the possible input symbols are exhausted.

Return to step

1.

There are three key differences between this algorithm and that for block codes over

GF(q). First, in step 5 the metric is calculated using several symbols over GF(p) instead of
a single symbol over

GF(q). Second, there are q possible input symbols for path lengths

between 0 and K, N and N+K, 2N and 2N+K etc. where N and K are the dimensions of
the outer block code. Finally, the metric for decoding the concatenated code is the Fano

metric that would be used for decoding the inner (n,k) convolutional code over GF(p).
Though convolutional codes are not restricted to the binary field most of the popular

convolutional codes are binary.

If binary convolutional

codes are used, then the outer

block code must be over a field that is a power of 2. As well, the algorithm implementation
requires that k divides

m. The easiest way to guarantee this is to choose k to be equal to

one' This constraint is usually met since most convolutional
schemes are rate

codes used in concatenated

l/n codes. Then, for every symbol from GF(q=2") input into the overall

encoder, nm symbols from GF(2), or simply nm bits, are output from the overall encoder.
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"7

Surnrnary

Algorithms that use soft decisions while decoding block codes are difficult to find.
For convolutional codes, at least, two algorithms exist: these are the Viterbi algorithm and
the sequential algorithm. The Viterbi algorithm is applied to the code's trellis and the
sequential algorithm is normally applied to the code's tree.

representation, and

if

the code is linear, then

it will also

All block codes

have a tree

have a trellis representation.

Therefore, using the Viterbi or sequential algorithm is a viable decoding alternative for
block codes.
Instead of modifying the algorithms to suit block codes, equivalent codes can be

found that suit the algorithms. As the algorithm moves through the tree or trellis it must
keep track of where

it is and where it can proceed. This can be done by storing the tree or

trellis. A better way to do this is to require that the code's encoder produce one output
symbol for every input symbol and have a state that can be read and initialized. Two
encoders satisfying these criteria are presented

in

section

2.2. The first is a systematic

encoder while the second is simply a rate one time-varying convolutional code encoder.
Once the encoders are designed, the algorithms can be applied in their usual forms.

Descriptions of the sequential algorithm as applied to binary, q-ary, and concatenated codes
are provided in sections 2.3 through2.6. The advantages of this approach, as compared to

Offer and Perkins [OfPe9l], are that it allows block codes over any field to be decoded and
that

it

has a stronger resemblance to the algorithm for convolutional codes.

Finally, the sequential algorithm requires

a

metric to determine the most promising

path to extend: this metric is the Fano metric. For block codes, the Fano metric allows the
sequential algorithm to perform ma,ximum likelihood decoding.
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Appendix

2-A

Genenaton

Matrix fon Elock

Codes

TÈaeoner¡l

Given an (n,k) linear block code witlt generator matrix G, an equivalent code can be

found tfutt has a generator matrix of

the

fottowing form:

*go-000"'00
O,-*r *00 00

"=f 0'.00-gr-z*0

0...000*gk_r*

where the g,'s are (n-k+1)-tuples.

Given the generator matrix of an (n,k) linear block code, it can always be put in the

form G=

[I lP],

wherei isakxkidentitymatrixandPis

akx

(n-k) matrix. DefineG,

= [I lPt ] as thematrixformedbyremovingthefirsti rowsandcolumnsof G=

[l lp]. If

(k-i)>(n-k), then the first (n-k+l) rows of P, must be linearly dependent, and some combination

of these will add Ío zeÍo. If this addition is carried out, then the (n-k+1)-tuple, g,, will

be

formed.
When (k-i)<(n-k) the matrix formed by the last (k-i-1) columns of p, musr have

linearly dependent rows. These should be added to produce an all-zero (k-i-l)-tuple. The
addition will form the (n-k+l)-tuple, g,. The procedure fails if an all-zero row is encountered.

This can be avoided by interchanging columns of P before the algorithm is applied so that:
P¡+zt-n,¡

if

=

1

for0<j

< n-k-l

there are no 1's to the right of this position (note:

and

jth column of

P).
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pi.¡

is the element found in the ith row

Appendix

2-E

F

a¡ao

Metric f'or

FXoc[< Codes

The Fano metric, used when sequentially decoding convolutional codes, can be
expressed as [ViOm79]:

M(i'r)

=,ä

['o,'

W.

fr '"r, * ]

where r, is jth matched filteroutput, c,, is the

(2.8.1)

jth symbol in the ith codeword, p(r¡) is the

channel output probability density function, N, is the number of symbols that have
been

partially decoded and ¡r, is the probability of transmitting those previous

\

symbols.

The channel output probability density function can be found by averaging the
conditional output density function p(r., I c, ) over all channel inputs. That is,
p(rj)

=

p(c¡) p(r¡ lq¡)

Icij

(2.8.2)

For equally likely channel inputs from a q-ary input alphabet:

pf"u) =

(2.8.3)

å

and

rri

=

q-N'

e.8.4)

Therefore,

P($=f,

I

n(lr"¡l

substinrting for

ru,

and

(2.8.s)

p(r) in the Fano metric expression gives:

NÌ.

M(i,r¡ =

i
j=l

tog" P(Ii lc¡¡)
r
n(5 I c¡)
¿l
C;j

(2.8.6)

which is the appropriate version of the Fano metric for decoding block codes over
GF(q).
For an alphabet where q is a power of a prime (i.e. q
=
can be represented by a stream of m symbols from GF(p).

p-)

If

each

of the q symbols

the codewords are now

transmitted using their GF(p) representation, then the codewords become
m times as long.

The previous Fano metric can still be used to decode the codewords now represented
over
GF(p) simply by lefting N, be rhe number of symbols over GF(p), as opposed
ro GF(q),
that have been partially decoded. Typically q is a power

can be represented by m

of Zso each symbol over GF(q)

bits. Thus, N, is the number of bits that have

been partially

decoded. For this case the Fano metric becomes:
N

P(Ij I cij)
lon^
:
"'p(tIc¡)+p(¡I
e¡
j=1

M(i,r) -

(2.8.7)

where c,, with the over bar is the complement of

c,,.

This last metric can be derived using an alternate approach. The Fano metric for
decoding binary convolutional codes is [ViOm79]:

Nr

c")
-*1
ij- LltogrP(I.l.lp('j)

M(i,r)=

(2.8.8)

J

where R is the rate of the code. The notion that a block code is a rate one
convolutional
code suggests that R =
and p(r,)

will

Defining p,,

I

should be substituted in the above expression. Substituting for R

then give the metric that was derived above (see equation2.B.7).

as:

^ _ p(rj lqj-)
nu-pm

(2.8.e)

simplifies the metric to:
30

N

M(i,r')=-X toez[1+pü]
j=

(2.8.10)

1

which is the Fano metric for decoding?^-ary block codes.

For signals transmitted over an additive-white-Gaussian-noise (AWGN) channel
using binary phase shift keying (BPSK), the conditional channel output density function is:

,ol-

rt-r'",,i]r

qr']

,2

8

11)

where E. is the energy per transmitted bit, N. is the single sided noise power density, and
c,,

is either 0 or

p¡ = exp

(

i.

¿ rz-q:

Therefore, p,.,is:

--l /E
'j

(2.8.r2)

)

and the Fano metric for decoding2 -ary block codes transmitted over an AWGN channel
using BPSK modulation is:

NtI

rj rEll
rog, I r +expl-4(2cù --i)
Ë
j=r .^--^n\

M(i,r) = -

--tl;-/l
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(2'B'13)

2-C

.Appendix

Other Metnics

The following metrics are derived for binary codewords transmitted over an AWGN
channel using BPSK modulation.

Metric I
The maximum likelihood codeword can be found by finding the codeword for
which the correlation between the transmitted sequence and the received sequence is the
largest. When using BPSK modulation this is given by:

M(i,r)=

f

j=1

{r"u-t)rj

(2.c.r)

More generally, the maximum likelihood codeword is the codeword that maximizes the
following expression where A and B are constants and B is strictly positive.

M(i,r)=A+n ) {Zc¡-1)rj
j=1
Setting

A and B equal

o=-Ë1,:,
j=1

I

(2.C.2)

to:

Q.c.3)

and

B=1

(2.C.4)

gives the following metric:

N

M(i,r)

(2.c.s)

j=1

In comparison to the Fano metric, this new metric has an interesting interpretation.

This metric is simply a scaled asymptotic approximation to the Fano metric. For
32

an

AWGN channel with BPSK modulation, the Fano metric for decoding binary block codes
is:

M(i,r)=

Ë
:îL

rogf

r*"*o(- 4

(2q: -.1) r,
N^

{Ç

(2.c.6)

As the argument of the exponential tends to negative infinity the exponential tends
to zero, and, hence, the metric tends to zero. As the argument tends to positive infinity the
metric becomes linear in

r,. Approximating

the metric by these limits leads to the

following

metric.

N

-I

M(i,r) =

j=1

tl t l- (2c¡ -

1) r;

(2.C.7)

l

This is the metric that was derived above. As a result, this metric should be
expected to perform (in terms of complexity) very closely to the Fano metric.

MetrÍc 2
Alternatively, a more intuitive choice (as compared to the above choices) for the
constants

A and B can be made. The constants A and B can be selected as:

n

A=-X€

(2.C.8)

j=1

and

B=1

(z.C.s)

This gives the following metric:

N

M(i,r)

(2.C.10)

j=1
Here, the term

ffi-

can be interpreted as a bias that causes the algorithm to search more

--

JJ

paths through the tree. Unfortunately, this metric is not solely negative so

it will

not

always find the maximum likelihood codeword. Sirnulations have shown that using this
metric costs about 0.1 to 0.3 dB in error performance.
Changing the bias can improve error performance slightly but also degrade error
performance significantly. Increasing the bias improves performance while decreasing the
bias degrades performance. This can be explained by realizing Íhat alarger bias

will

cause

the algorithm to follow a path less deeply into the tree before switching to a new path. As a

result more paths will be examined and hence the chance of finding the correct path
improves. An alternate explanation is that the larger bias increases the likelihood that the
metric will be negative. If the branch metrics are all negative then the algorithm will find

the maximum likelihood codeword.

If a branch metric is positive

then the maximum

likelihood codeword may or may not be found.

Metric

3

The maximum likelihood codeword is also the codeword that has the minimum
squared euclidean distance to the received sequence. This is equivalent to finding the

codeword with the maximum negative squared distance. Thus, the following metric will
also yield the maximum likelihood codeword when used with the sequential stack algorithm.

N

M(i,r)

- > t fç
j=1

- (2cij - t)

(2.C.rt)

'.i]2

Cornparisons
By Theorem 2, in section 2.4, metrics 1 and 3 must be maximum likelihood. It
was already noted that metric 2 is close to maximum likelihood but is

not. Metrics

1 and 3

can be compared to the Fano metric in terms of complexity. The following graph shows

34

the average nodes searched, when decoding the (24,12) Golay code, as a function
of the
signal-to-noise ratio.

104

-q103

N - N-i"
Metric 3

rc2
g

101

k

Fano Metric

Metric

1

100

0123456
sNR (dB)

Figure 2.C.1. Average Nodes Searched for 3 Metrics

Metric 1 outperforms both metric 3 and the Fano metric in terms of average nodes
searched. Since metric 1 is so closely related to the Fano metric, its complexity
is only
slightly better than that for the Fano metric.
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Chapten 3

- Cornputational Comp|exity

To determine the effectiveness of the sequential stack algorithm for decoding block
codes an objective measure must be formulated. Such a measure is the computational

complexity of the algorithm. If the computational complexity can be measured, then it can
be used as a basis for comparison between the sequential algorithm and other decoding
alternatives.

Unlike the Viterbi algorithm, or most other block decoding techniques, the sequential
algorithm performs a variable amount of work that depends on the noise level. That is, the
sequential algorithm proceeds rather quickly and efficiently

if

the noise is low, but as the

noise increases the sequential algorithm becomes inefficient. When used with convolutional
codes, the complexity is normally measured in terms of the avera+e number of branches
or
nodes searched by the algorithm for a given signal-to-noise

ratio. This can also be measured

when the algorithm is applied to block codes. In order to make a meaningful comparison
to
other block decoding techniques, though, this measure has to be translated into a measure

for block

3.

codes.

n A Complexity

Measure f,or Block Codes

A reasonable definition for the computational complexity of a decoding algorithm is
the total number of equivalent real number additions

it performs. This obviously includes

real number additions but also includes real number comparisons where the former and
latter are given equal value. The definition does not account for binary operations, hard
decisions, absolute values, or bit confidence calculations.

This definition has been used by Snyders and Be'ery to measure the complexity of
their block decoding algorithms ISnBe89l. Consequently, any comparison of the sequential
36

algorithm to those algorithms should be made using this definition.
The sequential algorithm manipulates four pieces of information (viz. state, metric,

path, and path length). Of these, only the metric is a real number, and, thus, metric
operations solely comprise the complexity.

3

"2

Cornptrexity Measured

There are only two metric operations in the stack algorithm. The first is metric

addition which is performed when the branch metric is added to the path metric. The
second operation is metric comparison which is performed in the priority queue after every

deletion or insertion. The overall complexity is the sum of these two different operations.

If

the number of metric additions is denoted as N- and the number of metric comparisons

as N", then the complexity is N_ + N".

3.3 Metric

AdditÍon

For every node in the tree that the algorithm visits a new metric must be calculated.
Thus, the number of metric additions is equal to the number of nodes visited. Denoting the
number of nodes visited by N implies that:

Number of Metnic .&dditi

Minimum lNumber of Additions
Depending on the noise, the sequential algorithm will visit a number of nodes that

falls between a minimum and

a

maximum number. The minimum number of nodes visited
37

occurs when the algorithm does not backtrack. Up to a depth k into the tree, each node has

two exiting branches (for (n,k) binary block codes) implying that two further nodes must
be visited. For greater depths, a single branch leaves each node. Thus, the minimum
number of nodes visited, and, hence, metric additions, is:

NH'n=2k+(n-k)

(3.3.2)

For block codes over GF(q) this generalizes to:

Ngin-qk+(n-k)

(3.3.3)

Maxirnurn l{umber of Additions
The maximum number of nodes visited occurs when the algorithm completely
searches every path through the tree. The total number of nodes visited can be calculated

by counting all the nodes in the code's tree. An example of a binary code's tree representation

is shown in Figure 3.3.I.

Figure 3.3.1. Tree for an (n,k) Binary Block Code
38

For the first k steps the tree doubles in size with each step. At depth k the tree will
have2k terminal branches representin gtheZk possible codewords. For the (n-k) parity bits
the terminal branches are simply extended by one branch per step which maintains a total
2k terminal branches at each

of

step. The maximum number of nodes visited can then be

calculated by counting all the nodes in the tree. Therefore, the maximum number of metric
additions is:
Nffiu* = 2 + 4

+...

+ 2k+ (n - k) 2k= (n - k + 2) 2k - 2

(3.3.4)

For q-ary block codes this becomes:

N#u*=

q+q2+...+qk+(n-k)qk=ln-k+ I, looq-rl'q-1
\

3.4

Metnic Cornparison

q

(3.3.s)

Metric comparisons occur whenever data is inserted or deleted from the priority
queue. Visiting a node in the tree involves deleting and extending a node from the queue.
Thus, the number of comparisons is related to the number of nodes visited. Before the
comparisons can be counted, though, it is necessary to explain briefly the operation of the

priority queue. The priority queue described by Chang and Yao tChYaS6l is guaranteed to
output the maximum number that is stored in the queue. This is accomplished by comparing
pairs of adjacent elements after every insertion or deletion operation. The two elements in
the pair are reordered

if

the element furthest from the top of the queue is greater. Thus,

if

the queue contains N elements, N/2 (assuming N is even) comparisons need to be made.

Given the number of nodes visited, the number of comparisons can be upper
bounded by considering a stack that initially increases in size and then remains constant in
size. The stack increases in size if two nodes are entered between deletions. This corresponds
39

to nodes in the tree with two exiting branches (i.e. depths less than
are visited assume that the stack grows for the

k).

Given that N nodes

first aN (0<c<1) nodes. Since two nodes

must be entered for the stack to grow by one, the stack grows to
cN/2 entries and the
average stack size is approximately o.N/4. Deletion and insertion
operations in the priority

queue require that adjacent pairs of entries in the stack be compared.
Hence, for a stack

with N elements, N/2 comparisons must be performed. Therefore, the
total number of
comparisons is:

Nltl = (# deletions and insertions/step)(av

N!')=

/sN

erage #comparisons/del or

ins)(# steps)

\

t\+/("*)=åa2

N2

(3.4.1)

The stack does not grow if only one node is inserted after adeletion.
This corresponds

to nodes in the tree with only one exiting branch (i.e. depths of
k or greater). Knowing
that the stack grew for the first cN nodes implies that it remains
fixed at cN/2 entries for
the remaining (1-c)N nodes. Therefore, the total number of
comparisons is:

N!') = (# deletions and insertions/step)(av

Nf)=z

erage #comparisons/del or

(+), (1-c)N )=|c(1-a)N2

(3.4.2)

Combining, gives the total number of comparisons
Nç =

\(1) + N[2) =

ins)(# steps)

Tl"- år, ]*,

as:

(3.4.3)

Finally, maximizing the expression over c, bounds the number of comparisons.
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Nu¡nber of &¡letric Cornparisons

- Binary

Codes

N.<LNz

(3.4.4)

5

For block codes over GF(q), every deletion is followed by either I or q insertions.

If aN nodes are visited

at depths less than k, then aN/q steps are taken where the stack

grows by (q-1) entries per step. As a result, the stack grows to (q-1)crN/q entries and
averages about (q-1)oN/2q entries. For depths greater than or equal to k

(q-1)aN/q entries

. Therefore, the total number

i(q - t)a¡¡

N[',=

(q + 1)

\+/t

it remains fixed at

of comparisons is:

1

+l= +äLa2

M

(3.4.s)

and

/(q- l)aN

N[')=tI o

\

/t,t-*,*)=51o,i-*)N2

(3.4.6)

Combining gives:

N" = Nf ) + N!z) =

+[" fr1o, ]*,

(3.4.7)

Maximizing over c, gives:

Nurnben of' Metric Cornparisons

N.<

-9-I

3q-r

Yz

- q-ary

Codes

(3.4.8)

4t

The assumption that the stack grows continually before staying at a fixed
size is not

necessarily how the algorithm operates in practice. This assumption implies
that the

algorithm is restricted to depths of k or greater once

it

begins working in this region.

Instead, the algorithm is free to move anywhere in the tree. However, this
reality does not

contradict the bound on the number of comparisons. Even though the nodes
are mixed
they can be grouped into nodes at depths less than k and those at depths
greater or equal to

k'

Since ctN nodes at depths less than k are still visited, the stack growth remains
the same

and N"(1) does not change. The difference is that the stack is not

fully grown when

nodes at

depths of k or greater are visited. Therefore, this part of the complexity
is less than N"(t),
and the actual complexity is less than the bound which, in turn, reaffirms
the bound.

The bound on the number of comparisons is a quadratic bound. That is, it grows
as the square

of the number of nodes searched. This quadratic growth in complexity is a

definite disadvantage of the stack algorithm and sequential algorithms in general.
other
algorithms such as the Viterbi algorithm or M algorithm have a linear growth
in complexity

[AnMo91]. This is not to say that the sequential algorithm should not be used. In fact,

as

long as the noise level is low, the number of nodes visited (N) is small and consequently
the number of comparisons is small as well. Therefore, the sequential algorithm
is best
used at moderate to high signal-to-noise ratios.

Minimr¡m Ì{urnber of Comparisons
Under the most favorable noise conditions the sequential algorithm will
still have to

perform a minimum amount of searching. A forrnula for the minimum
number of nodes
searched is given in section

3.3. The minimum number of comparisons in the priority

queue, occurring when a minimum number of nodes are visited,
can be calculated by

considering the situation that led to the minimum number of nodes being visited.
The
number of comparisons at depths less than or equal to k can be calculated
using equation
42

3.4.5 where cN is equal to qk. Substituting gives:
N!t) = (q - 1) 9!7

12

e.4.s)

The number of comparisons at depths greater than k can be calculated with equation3.4.6
where (1-c)N is equal to (n-k). This gives:

Nltr = (q - 1) (n - k)

k

(3.4.10)

The minimum number of comparisons is then:

Nånín

= N[t)

*Nfr=(q-

1)

[f'

ol

o.ç]

*(q

l)z *

(3.4.r1)

Maximum Number of Comparisons
Under the worst noise conditions the algorithm may search the entire code tree.

If

this occurs, the algorithm searches a number of nodes that can be calculated using equation

3.3.5. The maximum number of comparisons occurs when the algorithm

searches every

node up to a depth k and then searches every node at greater depths. The first part of this
can be calculated using equati on3.4.5 where aN is the number of nodes at depths less than

or equal to k. This is equal to:

9,=,9rqk
crN=q+qz+...+qk=:Q;qk^ q-1' q-l q-1-

(3.4.12)

Substituting gives:

q+1 .t.
*,ll)
r\i'=4ft-Ðq'^

Q-4.13)

The second part can be calculated using equation 3.4.6 where (l-c)N is equal to the
number of nodes at depths greater than

(1 - c) N = (n - k)

qk

k.

That is,

e.4.14)

This gives:

N!') = (n - k¡ qzt

(3.4.1s)

The maximum number of comparisons is then given by:

Nfu*

1
=NÉt)*N!r)=lr-ta-9+
4(q-1)/)nzr
\

3.5

F{ardware (Stack) CornpXexity

(3.4.16)

The hardware complexity is determined by the size of the stack required for the

algorithm. Since the algorithm only stores the head of

a path through the tree, the stack

must be able to hold the heads of all possible paths through the tree. This conesponds to
being able to hold each of the code's possible codewords. Therefore, for (n,k) block codes
over GF(q), the priority queue or stack must be able to hold qk entdes for optimal decoding.
For large codes, this stack size quickly becomes an obstacle to the optimal implementation

of the SSA for block codes. Reducing the stack size (at the cost of enor performance) is
investigated in chapter 5.

3.6

Surnmany

of Complexity Measures

This section summarizes the previous computational complexity results. Specifically,
the minimum, maximum, and average complexities for decoding block codes over GF(q)
arc presented.

Based on the above discussion, the minimum complexity to decode an (n,k) block

code over GF(q) consists of

N. metric additions

calculated using the following formulas.

44

and N" metric comparisons that can be

Minirnurn Complexity

Nyin-qk+(n-k)
vmin = (q - rt

l

t,

(3.6.

- k) k.

+l*

@ -t)' r,'

i)

(3.6.2)

Though the minimum compiexity lools especially good, the maximum complexity
is especially poor. Fortunately, for reasonable signal-to-noise ratios, the complexity of the
stack algorithm does not approach its maximum. The approximate maximum number of

metric additions (nodes searched) and comparisons arc given below.

Maximum Complexity

N#o' = (n - k) qk
Nmax

If

(3.6.3)

= (n - k) qzn

(3.6.4)

the stack algorithm visits N nodes, then the number of metric additions is equal to

N and the number of comparisons is upper bounded by cN2, where c is constant determined
by the stack sorting algorithm. For a pliority queue, c is equal to (q - 1)/(3q

- 1). For

an

algorithm that finds the maximum metric in the stack differently, c is not necessarily the
same. For example, for

a

maximum finder (see Appendix 3-A), c equals (q - DlØq - z).
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Mathematically, the overall complexity of the stack algorithm,

\o,

is bounded by:

Cornpnexity

N5a <

N+

and the average complexity of the stack algorithm is bounded by:

Average Cornplexity

Ns¿

I N + cN'^

Ns¿r

Nr,*

X

(3.6.6)

(¡r*

N = N,ri,

'N2)

rrl Nl

(3.6.1)

where N*o and N,no ale:

N-i.,=qk+(n-k)

N_u*=("_r.nï)*
and Pr[ N

(3.6.8)
(3.6.e)

ah

] is the probability of visiting N nodes
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at

a given signal-to-noise ratio.

Appendix 3-A

The Maxirnum Finden

The priority queue is a significant improvement over a sorted stack largely because

it exploits the fact that the stack algorithm only

needs the maximum value

in the stack at a

given time. The priority queue also has the advantage of being parallel.
queue can not be implemented in its parallel fashion then

If

the priority

it loses this advantage. If this is

the case, then the priority queue, though much better than a sorted stack, is not the most

efficient algorithm for finding the maximum number in a list. Instead, a maximum finder
which goes through the list sequentially is more efficient with the stack algorithm. The
reason

for this is that the maximum finder only needs to be used when a path needs to be

deleted from the stack as opposed to the priority queue which performs comparisons after
every deletion and insertion operation.

For a given stack size N a maximum finder requires (N - 1) comparisons to delete
the best path' This is done by taking the first element in the stack and comparing it to the

second. Then the largest of these is compared to the third. Of these, the largest is
compared to the fourth. This continues until the last element in the stack is compared to the
largest up to that point.

Unlike the maximum finder the priority queue rearranges the stack after every
insertion and deletion. There are two patterns of insertions and deletions that occur with
the sequential stack algorithm. One pattern is an insertion followed by a deletion. Assuming

the stack size is N after the insertion implies that the number of comparisons needed is N/2

if N is even or (N -

1)/2

if N is odd. After

number of comparisons is (N - 2)12

the deletion the stack size

will

be (N

-

1) and the

if N is even or (N - 1)/2 if N is odd. For either

even or

odd N the total number of comparisons for an insertion-deletion pattern is (N - 1). This is

equal to the number of comparisons performed by the maximum finder. Thus, for this
pattern, the priority queue or maximum finder are equally effective in terms of the total
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number of comparisons. The second pattern is q (for q-ary codes) insertions followed by a
single deletion. Since each insenion causes the priority queue to compare adjacent elements

in the stack, q insertions will require more comparisons than a single insertion. Thus, for
these patterns, the priority queue

will require more operations than the maximum finder.

For example, a pattern of 2 insertions followed by a single deletion requires that 3(N -

l)lz

comparisons be performed. This is 5OVo greater than the number of comparisons performed

by the maximum finder. Since the decoding will involve a mix of the two types of
insertion-deletion patterns the priority queue will average somewhere between O and 5OVo
more comparisons than a maximum finder.

For (n,k) block codes over GF(q) the number of comparisons as a function of the
number of nodes searched can be bounded for the maximum finder.

If

N nodes assume that cN of those

k. At these depths,

nodes

will

are at depths less than

or equal to

be inserted into the stack for every node deleted. The

the algorithm visits
q

following table lists the

stack size and number of comparisons performed as a function of the number of nodes
visited.

Nodes

Stack size

Comparisons

q

q

q-1

2q
3q

2q-7
3q-2

3(q

2(q-1)

(aN/q)q

1)

(oN/q)(q-1)

The number of comparisons is equal to:

N!')= (q - 1)

lt *z+

..+

"È]=

+ha2 M

(3.4.1)

For the remaining (i-a,)N nodes, at depths greater than k, the number of comparisons

will still

be given by equarion 3.4.6. Adding gives rhe rotal number of comparisons.
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4q orlM

N"-ru!r)a¡(2)=+l
(ì'" o-4,_2
If this is maximized over .',

then the number of comparisons is bounded as:

Numben of &letric Companisons

¡/.< q-L

4q-2

G.A.z)

J

- Maxirnurn

N2

Finden

(3.A.3)

In comparison to the result for the priority queue, the maximum finder still
requires a number of comparisons that grows as the square of the number
of nodes
searched. The difference is that the proportionality constant is less for the maximum
finder.
The minimum number of comparisons with the maximum finder occurs when the
sequential algorithm does not backtrack. For depths less than or equal to
k, the total
number of comparisons can be calculated using equation 3.4.1 where oN is
equal to qk.
Substituting for oN gives:

N[t)

= fr- t>?o,

(3.A.4)

The total number of comparisons at greater depths for a maximum finder is the
same as
for a priority queue (see equation 3.4.10). Adding gives the total number of comparisons.
Nånin

-

(q - 1)

[f'

- o;

o.*]

(3.A.s)

As compared to a priority queue (see equation3.4.Il), the minimum number of
comparisons

with the maximum finder is less by an amount equal

G-1)2
NP-NMFuv4

p

to:

(3.A.6)

As with the priority queue, the maximum number of comparisons occurs when
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the algorithm searches every node up to a depth k and then searches every node ai greater

depths. For the maximum finder, the first part is calculated using equation 3.A.1. where
crN is approximated by equation 3.4.12. Substituting gives:
r rl1), ã
t\)

)
nt.
--n¿\
'ìc -4G_Ð,t-^

(3.A.7)

The second component of the number of comparisons remains the same (see equation
3.4.15). Consequently, the ma,ximum number of comparisons is:

Nånu*=("-t*aGlrlilo'*

(3.4.8)

As expected, the number of metric comparisons still grows as q,k.
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Chapten 4

- Sirnulatiom Results

The two block codes selected for simulation were the (8,4) extended
Hamming
code and the (24,12) extended Golay code. For both codes, the
simulations were performed
assuming an AWGN channel with BPSK modulation. The
discrete time equivalent of this

channel and modulation scheme is shown in Figure

4.0.I.

The all-zero codeword was

transmitted a total of 10s times over this channel in order to insure
a reliable estimate of the

block code's error rate. For error rates of

of being within

2oVo

10-a, the

error rate estimate has a g5vo confidence

of the code's true error rate; for larger error rates, the estimate

improves [HeNo88]. The noise was generated using a pseudo-random
Gaussian number
generator with a period of rwo billion

tpFfvggl.

coded sequence

c.¡e{ o,

r

transmitted sequence

}

received sequence

r¡€R

'i€{-€,€)

N"
2

w¡-N(0, 1)
white gaussian noise sequence

Figure 4.0.1. Discrete Time Channel

4.n

Encodens

The (8,4) Hamming code and the (24,12) Golay code are extended
cyclic codes.
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Their encoders are formed by cascading the encoders of their
respective cyclic codes with
wagner code encoders. Appending an (g,7) wagner encoder
to the (7,4) Hamming
encoder gives the overall encoder for the (8,4) extended
Hamming code as shown in Figure

4'1J'

The st'ate is defined by the contents of four shift registers,
and, hence, the trellis

travelled through by the stack algorithm wilr contain
2a states.

Figure

4.LI.

(9,4) Extended Hamming Code Encoder

The (8,4) code does not show the true value of a sequential
algorithm since the

viterbi algorithm can easily handle a trellis with

16 states. To show the advantages

of

a

sequential algorithm, a code with a larger trellis must
be considered. The (24,12) extended

Golay code has a trellis withZLz states. The encoder for
the (24,12) extended Golay code
is shown in Figure 4.I.2.

@_s'

Figure

4.I.2.

(Z4,IZ) Exrended Golay Code Encoder
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4

"2

Enror Fe¡-f,orrnanee

When the (8,4) exiended Hamming code is transmitted over an AWGN channel
using BPSK modulation, the codewords can be considered as a set of M

=

16 equally

likely biorthogonal signals. Therefore, the following result from Van Trees
[VaTr69], for
a set of M equally likely biorthogonal signals with energy E, can be used to
calculate the
error performance of a maximum likelihood soft decision decoder.

pr (e)

=,

{*ft"*o

[-

#r.

{Ð11/.

*"*o #J.,]* ..
(-

(4.2.1)

Since 8 bits, each with energy
Q, are transmitted per codeword, the total energy of
a codeword is

8Q.

Substituting E = 8E. in the above expression gives the WER for the

(8,4) extended Hamming code.

wER

=,
Í-6ft;"*p[-

This can be simplified

#(^ {€Exf

as:
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[ ft*

(

#.r]'

*

(4.2.2)

r-

wER=

f #.r,-2e(x)r7*o l- ,î ?Ð'] *

(4.2.3)

J,{ñ

where y o is the signal-to-noise ratio per information bit.

Usually, it is very difficult to find an expression for the WER of a linear block
code. Instead the wER can be upper bounded by using a union bound. That is,

WERs

Pm
>
m=2

(4.2.4)

where P* is the probability of choosing codeword m when codeword 1 was transmitted.
For codewords transmitted over an AWGN channel using BPSK modulation p* equals:

P-=a(

(4.2.s)

where R is ihe rate of the code and w- is the weight of the mth codeword.
The (8,4) extended Hamming code has the following weight enumerator polynomial:

A(z) = I + 14 zo + 2". Consequently, the WER can be bounded

wER=toa(
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).0

as:

(4.2.6)

Æ)

Since the (24,12) extended Golay code is a rate half code with the following weight
enumerator polynomial: A(z) = I +759 z8 +25762r2 +759 zru + zro, the upper bound on
its WER

iS:

wER < 759 Q

)*"no

E
¡¡ Lb

(4.2.7)
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For an AWGN channel, a correlation decoder will perform maximum likelihood

decoding. This is done by comparing the noise corrupted information sequence
to all
codewords and choosing the closest (largest correlation) codeword. The correlation
decoder

can be used as a comparison to further verify that the sequential algorithm
performs
maximum likelihood decoding.
Figures

4.2.I

and

4.2.2 show the measured word error rates of the sequential

algorithm when used to decode the (8,4) and (24,12) codes. The solid points
represenr
simulated data points' The points are joined by straight line segments.
The upper bounds
are included for reference.

The number of errors made by the correlation decoder was equal to the number
of
elTors made by the sequential decoder using the Fano metric. As well,
the theoretical error

performance of the (8,4) code matches with the simulated error performance
of the sequential

algorithm. The observation that the sequential algorithm (with the Fano metric) performs
maximum likelihood soft decision decoding should be expected given Theorem
2.
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Figure 4.2.1. Error Pedonnance of (8,4) Code
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Figure 4.2.2. Error perforrnance of (24,12)

4.3

Cúe

Complexity

Chapter 3 showed how to measure the computational complexity of the stack algorithm.

In order to calculate the complexity, the number of nodes visited by the algorithm
must be

known. At the same time that the error performance was measured, the averagenumber
and average squared number of nodes visited as a function of signal-to-noise
ratio were

measured. Figures 4.3.7 and 4.3.2 show the average number of nodes visited for the (g,4)
and (24,72) codes

with the Fano metric. The vertical axis of the graphs show the average

number of nodes, in excess of the minimum, that must be searched. For the (g,4) code,
the minimum number of nodes that must be searched is 12, and,

for

the (24,12) Golay

code, the minimum is 36 nodes. Figure 4.3.3 shows the average squared number
of nodes

visited for the (24,12) code. These exponentially decaying curves are quite similar
to the
average complexity curves for convolutional codes
[ClCagl].
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Figure 4.3.1. Average Nodes Searched for the (g,4) Code
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Figure 4.3.2. Average Nodes Searched for the (24,12) Code
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Figure 4.3.3. Average Squared Nodes Searched for the (24,12) Code

In cerüain situations, the variability in computation of the sequential algorithm can
pose practical problems. The variance in number of nodes searched can be
determined

from the average and average squared nodes searched. That is,

._
Variance=Nz-Nz

g.3.L)

The variance for the (24,12) Golay code is plotted in Figure 4.3.4. The graph shows
that
the variance decreases with the signal-to-noise ratio. Consequently, any problems
caused

by variability are less hindering for high signal-to-noise ratios.
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Figure 4.3.4. variability in Nodes searched for (z4,rz) code

4.4

Comparisons

To judge the computational efficiency of the stack algorithm, comparisons are
made

to well known maximum likelihood decoding techniques. The comparisons are for the
(24,12) extended Golay code only.

The conceptually simplest decoding technique is correlation decoding. For

a

correlation decoder the complexity to decode an (n,k) block code is (n2k-1) addition
equivalent

operations. This consists of (n-1)2k additions and (2k-1) comparisons. For the (Z4,IZ)
Golay code, the complexity is N"o = 98303 addition equivalent operations.
The Viterbi algorithm [Wolf78] is an improvement over a correlation decoder.
The
complexity of the Viterbi algorithm consists of

\

metric additions and

\

metric comparisons.

The number of metric additions is equal to the number of branches in the trellis less
two for

the first two branches where additions are not required. The number of comparisons
is
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equal to the number of nodes in the trellis with two entering branches. The calculation
of

N- and N" and, in turn, the total complexity is shown in Appendix 4-4. The results

are

given below.

N*=2n-k+L(2k-n+2)-6

(4.4.r)

N"=/n-k(2k-n+1)-1

(4.4.2)

Nve= 2n-k(6k-3n+ 5)-7

(4.4.3)

For the (24,12) Golay code, this amounts to N,ro 20473 addition equivalent operations.
=
The complexity of Snyders and Be'ery's [SnBe89] algorithm for the (24,12) Golay

code is 683 on average and has a minimum of 539 and a maximum of 827 addition
equivalent operations. Recently, this has been bettered by Vardy and Be'ery
[VaBe91].

Their algorithm has a maximum complexity of 651 addition equivalent operations. Other
low complexity techniques are those developed by Conway and Sloane
[CoSl86] requiring
1674operations, Be'ery and Snyders [BeSn86] requiring 1551 (1i59 on average) operations,
and Forney [Forn88] requiring 1351 operations.

Given that the sequential algorithm visits N nodes rhe complexity is bounded by:

Nsa

sf

N2 + N

(4.4.4)

and the average complexity is bounded by:

r...-

Nsa<fNz+N

(4.4.s)

By using this formula in conjunction with Figures 4.3.2 and,4.3.3, the complexity of the
sequential algorithm can be bounded as a function of the signal-to-noise ratio. The following
table lists the signal-to-noise ratio at which the sequential algorithm comparatively
becomes
the better algorithm for decoding the Golay code.
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Maximum
Complexity

Technique

Correlation Decoder
Viterbi Algorirhm
Conway-Sloane (86)
Be'ery-Snyders (86)
Forney (88)
Snyders-Be'ery (89)
Vardy-Be'ery (91)

98303
20473

1614
1551

i351
827
651

SNR

2dB
3dB
5dB
5dB
5dB
6dB
6dB

The table shows that whenever the signal power is at least four times larger
than the

noise power the sequential algorithm is the most efficient algorithm for
decoding the
(24,12) Golay code. As signal-to-noise ratios increase, the sequential
algorithm quickly
approaches its minimum complexity

of 294 addition equivalent operations. Of course, the

possibility always remains that the noise will cause the algorithm to search
the entire code

tree. In that unlikely situation the algorithm will have to perform 57342metric additions
and about

4.5

2i4 million metric

comparisons.

Surnrnary

Simulations were performed to measure the effectiveness of the sequential
algorithm
as a decoding alternative

for linear block codes. As expected from the theory in chapter 2,

the sequential algorithm performs maximum likelihood decoding. Using
rhe complexity
measures of chapter 3, the sequential algorithm has a favorable average
complexity at
moderate to high signal-to-noise ratios. In fact, by 3 dB it outperforms
the Viterbi algorithm,
and by 6 dB

it is the most efficient algorithm for decodin gthe (24,72) Golay
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code.

.Appendix

4-.&

Cornptexity of Viterbi Algonithm

To calculate N- and N" the trellis should be divided into three regions as shown
below (for a (5,3) block code). Regions

I,2 and3 correspond to where the trellis grows,

stays constant, and collapses, respectively. Assuming that the rate

of the code is greater

than one half, region 1 extends to a depth of (n - k) symbols, region 2 falls between
the
depths of (n - k) and k symbols, and region 3 contains all nodes at depths greater
than k.

Regions

#_r_@>@-2w_3_@

Figure 4.A.L. Trellis Regions

In region

N$l=

1 the number

2+4+...+

of branches doubles for each step into the trellis. Therefore,

2n-k-2tt-k+7

-2

(4.A.1)

In region 2 the trellis has a constant number of branches and nodes. Thus,

Ng)= 2n-k+r(k-(n-k))=2n-k+t(2k-n)

Ø.A.2)

In region 3 the number of branches halves as the trellis contracts. Hence,

NS)= Zn-k+2n-k+l+...+2-2n'k+t-2

Ø.A.3)

The total number of metric additions is:

N.=NÍ1)* Nf)* NS)- z -2n-k+1 (2k-n+2) -6

(4.A.4)

Comparisons are only needed in regions 2 and 3 since two branches enter every node in
these regions. The number of nodes in region 2 is:

N[') = 2n-k(k-

(n-k) )= 2"-kqzk-n¡

(4.A.5)

The number of nodes in region 3 halves for each step into the trellis so:

N!')=2n-k-r*2n-k-2+...+

L-Zn-k-I

Ø.A.6)

Adding gives the total number of comparisons:

N" = ¡¡[z) + N!3)

- Zn-k (2k _ n+ 1) _

(4.A.7)

1

Therefore, the total complexity of the Viterbi algorithm is:

Nve = N*, * N" = /n-k (6k - 3n + 5) - 7

(4.A.8)

equivalent real number additions.
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chapter 5 - suboptirnum Imprernentations of the ssA
It

has been shown that the stack algorithm can be applied to block codes
once a tree

or trellis is established. Using the Fano metric, the stack algorithm can perform
maximum

likelihood soft decision decoding. As well, the computational complexity of the
algorithm
decreases quickly with an increasing signal-to-noise

ratio. Therefore, the stack algorithm is

a viable candidate for soft decision decoding of linear block codes at
moderate to high
signal-to-noise ratios.

There are several unattractive features of the stack algorithm when applied
to
convolutional codes. These are unbounded computation, input buffer overflow,
stack
overflow, stack sort, and path storage. When the algorithm is used for block codes
some
of these problems no longer exist or are alleviated.

First of all, sequential decoding should not be used with convolutional codes that
have rates above the computational cutoff rate of the channel. In other words,
the sequential

algorithm should only be used when the signal-to-noise ratio is sufficiently high
to push the
computational cutoff rate above the code rate. The reason for this is that
the average
number of computations becomes unbounded (infinite) at rates above the computational

cutoff rate. On the other hand, for block codes, only a finite number of computations (e.g.
maximum of 4k for an (n,k) binary block code) can be performed before decoding
is
completed.
The unbounded computation leads to a second problem which is input buffer
overflow.

That is' the decoding is not finished before new data arrives that fills and eventually
overflows a finite input buffer. As a result, data is lost causing future decoding
errors.
This problem can be controlled for block codes by allotting a maximum number
of nodes
that the algorithm can visit before proceeding to the next codeword (see section
5.1).

A third problem related to the problem of unbounded computation is stack overflow.
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Too many decoding steps will add too many entries to the stack with the result that the
stack

fills and overflows. Further entries to the full stack will either be, or

cause other

entries to be, lost resulting in degraded error performance. For block codes there are only
qk paths that the algorithm can possibly

stack, the stack

will contain

qk

visit. Since the head of each parh is stored in the

entries at most. Therefore, the stack

will never overflow for

block codes provided that it can hold qk entries. Unfortunately, the stack size becomes
prohibitively large as the number of information symbols increases. Therefore a smaller
stack must be used which, in turn, has a probability of overflowing. In section 5.2 the
effects of a reduced stack size are described.

The fourth problem with the stack algorithm is the computationally burdensome
stack sort needed to determine the partial path with the best metric. The priority queue
solves this problem for both convolutional and block codes.

Finally, when the Viterbi algorithm or the sequential algorithm is used with
convolutional codes the length of the explored path can grow quite large. Therefore, the
decoder has to be able to manipulate long and variable length paths. For (n,k) block codes

the maximum path length is n symbols. Therefore, the decoder can be designed to work

with paths of this length and the decoder can output n symbols at a time as a codeword is
decoded.

5.

I

R.educing Cornputational Complexity

In order to reduce the complexity a scheme where the algorithm is limited to

a

maximum number of branches or nodes that it can search can be used. If the codeword is
not decoded after L branches are searched, then the decoder can either output hard decisions

on the individual bits, force the algorithm through the trellis (i.e. no backtracking), or
output an erasure symbol.
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If this maximum number of nodes, L, happens to be less than q* then not only will
the computational complexity be reduced but the priority queue size can also be reduced.
Since L nodes are only visited there will only be L inse¡tions into the priority queue (one

insertion per node visited) and hence the queue will only need to hold less than L entries.

using this scheme for an (n,k) block code over GF(q) limits the stack to:
maximum queue size < min Iqk, L ]

(s.1.1)

The computational complexity will be reduced since L will be less than the maximum
number of nodes the algorithm can possibly

visit. Without limiting the number of

nodes

the average complexity of the sequential atgorithm is given by:

ñ;

=ñ+

+1N,

=,ui:_

(

*.

#i.rz

)

e, ¡ N

(s.1.2)

1

where

Nmin=qk+(n-k)
Nma* =

(s.1.3)

(, - r.. oh)o-

(s.1.4)

ah

and N is the number of nodes visited.

The average complexity with limited searching is:

ñ-xi-r

- ( r-. #rz

)rrI

rv

=r-]

.*'i *. #N, )erIN] (s
(

which is clearly less than the average complexity with full searching since
The following theorem can be used as a guide to choose a search
realized that limiting the amount of searching
decoder as determined by the WER.

1 s)

L. N.*.

limit. It should be

will invariably reduce the performance of the

Theonern 3
A sequenrial decoder must be allowed to visit a minimum number of nodes in order
to guarantee tfuit errors due to insfficíent decoding occur less
frequently than errors due to

channel noise. When a binary block code is transmitted over an AWGN channel using
BPSK modulation, a sofÍ-decision decoder must be allowed to visit a minimum number

of

nodes, L, that is lower bounded as:

L 2 Nn ¡u2R'd""
N^*is the minimum number of nodes that must be visited to decode a codeworcl, R is the
code rate, and d.,n is

The

minimum distance of the code.

The attractiveness of this theorem is that the result is independent of the signal-to-noise

ratio. Intuitively, this can be explained by realizing that at low signal-to-noise ratios the
word error rate is already high so errors due to insufficient searches can also be large so the

ordinarily large searches can be reduced. At high signal-to-noise ratios the error rate is low
so the algorithm must allow for large searches in order to keep decoding failures small.

Two proofs of this theorem are provided in Appendix 5-A.
Using the previous theorem as a guide, simulations were performed to determine
the degradation in error performance with limited searching. The simulations were performed

for the (24,12) extended Golay code transmitted over an AWGN channel with BpSK
modulation. This code has a minimum distance of 8 and consequently, by the above
theorem, the minimum number of nodes to be searched is 576. The search limits used in
the simulations were 500, 1000, 2000, and 4000 nodes.

The following graph shows the WER as a function of signal-to-noise ratio for the
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four search limits and for the unlimited search. The lower curve is for the unlimited
searched, and the curves move up as the search
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H
F

limit is reduced.
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Figure 5.1.1. WER with Search Limits of 4O00, 20m,
1000, and 500 Nodes. (Lower curve
represents an unlimited search)

The simulations show that limiting the search to 40@ nodes has a negligible effect
on the error perforlnance of the decoder. A small degradation in the WER is noticeable for
search

limits of 1000 and 2000 nodes. For these limits, the loss in error performance is

less than 1

dB. Reducing

the search

limit further results in greater

losses in error performance.

For the (24,12) Golay code, the maximum number of nodes that can be visited by
the stack algorithm is 57342 nodes. The simulations show that a limit of about 4O0O nodes

is sufficient to guarantee essentially optimal error performance. This represents a decrease
of over an order of magnitude.
Since the number of comparisons increases with the square of the number of nodes
searched, the decrease

in nodes searched results in a decrease of over two orders of
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magnitude in the maximum number of comparisons. Consequently, the variation in
computational complexity of the sequential algorithm can be reduced by a factor of 1@ for
the (24,12) Golay code by limiting the search ro 40@ nodes.

As well as measuring the degradation in error performance, the probability that
search reaches its

a

limit was measured. This is shown below for four search limits, L,

where Pr [N > L] is the probability that the number of nodes searched, N, exceeds

L.

The

lower curve is for a limit of 4@0 nodes while the upper curve is for 5oo nodes.
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Figure

5.I.2.

Pr [N > L] for Search Limits of 4@0,
2000, i000, and 500 Nodes.

These simulations show that the probability that the number of nodes exceeds some
search

limit decays exponentially with

the signal-to-noise

ratio. Thus, the number of errors

introduced by limiting the search will decrease exponentially with the signal-to-noise ratio.
Since the WER with limited searching is composed of errors due to noise and errors due to

insufficient searching, the search limit should be selected to guarantee that pr I N > L ]
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decays as fast as or faster than the WER without limited searching. This can be shown by

using a union bound. First, the WER with limited searching is:

WER(L)

-

P. I error due to noise OR search exceeds limit ]

(s.1.6)

where WER(L) designates the WER with searching limited ro L nodes.

Using the union bound, this can be approximated

wER(L) =wER+nrfN

as:

(s.1.7)

=L]

for high signal-to-noise ratios, where
WER

-

Pr I error due to noise ]

(s.1.8)

and

er

IN = L ]= Pr I search exceeds limit ]

(s.1.e)

This shows that in order to guarantee the same rate of decay with signal-to-noise
ratio for the WER(L) the probability of exceeding the search limit must decay at a rate
greater than or equal to the rate of decay of the WER. This is the criteria used in Appendix

5-A to prove the theorem for choosing

a search

limit.

For the (24,12) Golay code, the probability that the number of nodes searched is
Sreater than or equal to 4000 is much smaller and decays much faster than the WER.

Consequently, this search limit should have a negligible effect on the overall WER. As
previously noted, this observation is confirmed by the simulations.

5.2

Reducing Flardware Complexity

The second problem with the optimum implementation of the sequential stack algorithm
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for block codes is that the required stack size grows exponentially with the number of
information symbols in the code. That is, the required stack size for optimum decoding of
an (n,k) block code over GF(q) is qk. Therefore, in order to use the stack algorithm for
one of these larger codes the optimal stack size has to be sacrificed in favor of a more

practical size. Since the decoder uses only a small portion of the entire stack under
reasonable noise levels - a complete stack is only needed when the decoder visits every path

(i.e. considers every codeword) - reducing the stack size should be feasible.

To determine the effect of a reduced stack on the error performance of the decoder
simulations were performed. Again, ihe simulations were for the (24,12) extended Golay
code transmitted over an AWGN channel using BPSK modulation. This code optimally
requires a stack with 4096 elements. The simulations were for stack sizes of 100, 40 and
10 elements. The WER as a function of signal-to-noise ratio is shown in the next figure
these three cases as well as the optimum WER (lower curve).
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Figure 5.2.1. WER with Stacks of 100,40, and 10 Elements.
(I-ower curve represents an optimum stack)
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for

The simulations show that a stack of 1@ elements does not degrade the performance

of the sequential algorithm significantly. The degradation is less than 0.5 dB in this
simulation. This represents a stack reduction of about 97.5 percent. Further reductions in
the stack size result in larger degradations in error performance.

The side effect of a reduced stack is a reduced computational complexiry. Since all
adjacent elements in the stack are compared after every insertion and deletion, the number

of comparisons is directly proportional to the number of elements in the stack. Therefore, a
smaller stack size translates into less metric comparisons in the priority queue.

to4
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Figure 5.2.2. Average Nodes Searched for Stacks of
100, 40, and 10 Elements. (Upper curve
represents an optimum stack)

The number of nodes searched as a function of signal-to-noise ratio is plotted in the
above graph for the three stack sizes along with the optimum stack size. The simulations
show that the algorithm visits less nodes with a reduced stack. Since the number of nodes
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visited is reduced, this will iranslate into less metric additions and less metric comparisons
performed by the decoder.

Thus, reducing the stack size has a doubly positive effect on the computational

complexity. If the algorithm were to visit the same number of nodes as it would with

a

complete stack then the complexity would be smaller since less comparisons are made in
the stack. The reduced stack causes the algorithm to visit less nodes, though. Consequently,
even less metric additions and comparisons need to be performed by the algorithm. Hence
reducing the stack size not only reduces the ha¡dware complexity but reduces the computational

complexity.

5.3

Summary

Two obsüacles to the practical implementation of the sequential stack algorithm for
block codes are the variability in computational complexity and the stack (priority queue)
size. The variation in computational complexity can be reduced by limiting the length of the
search performed by the sequential

algorithm. Since a full stack is only required for the

rare occasion (at moderate to high signal-to-noise ratios) when the decoder considers a
large number of potential codewords, the hardware complexity (stack size) can be dramatically
decreased.

Unfortunately, both of these techniques come at the expense of error performance,
though, this might be a small price to pay for the reductions in complexity. Fortunately,
both techniques have the added advantage that they reduce both compuiational and hardware

complexity.

It must

be remembered, though, that these conclusions are based to a large degree

on observations of the techniques as applied to a single code. While not anticipated, the
gains may not be as sparkling for other block codes. Unfortunately,
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it is difficult

to

precisely predict the effects of any complexity reduction technique used with sequential

decoders. In fact, most aspects of sequential decoders can not be predicted accurately.
This was noted by Wozencraft and Jacobs very early in the study of sequential decoding
algorithms:

"[TheJ analytical dfficulties witlt sequential clecoding are such

that even the tightest bounds that have been d.eríved are not
numerically accurate enough for the purposes of engiræering
design." [WoJa65J
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.A.ppendix 5-A-tr

First Fnoof of

T'heore¡n

Theorern
A sequential decoder must be allowed to vßit a minimum number of nodes in order
to guarantee tfuit errors due to íttsfficient decoding occur less frequently than errors due to

channel noise. When a binary block code is transmitted over an AWGN channel using
BPSK modulalion, ø sofi-decision decoder m.ust be allowed to vísit a minimum number

of

nodes, L, that is lower bounded as:

L à N,r¡n2R'd^'n

the minímum number of nodes that must be visited to decode a codeword, R is the
^,nis
code rate, and d,nu, is the minimum distance of the code.

N

Before proving the theorem a result about the Gallager function must be shown.
For a symmetric discrete memoryless channel (DMC) the Gallager function is given by

lClCaSll:

F.(p)

-

:-t l-rc-t
- losz

lt+o

I I I #tPr(jlk)l'/'+ell
¡=oltloN

(s.A.1)

where K and J are the number of channel inputs and outputs, respectively, and Pr ( j I k )
are the channel transition probabilities.

The DMC Gallager function can be extended to an unquantized channel by replacing
the summation over the channel outputs by an integral and replacing the channel transition
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probabilities by the conditional channel output density funcrions, p ( r I k

Fo(p)

l-r-l

- - tos,

).

That is,

ll+o

L,.¿.fitnrrrk)lt/t+o_]

dr

(s.A.2\

Since [ViOm79],

ôIL(p)
ôp

, o,

p>o

(s.A.3)

the Gallager function is a non-decreasing function for positive values
bounded by its asymptotic value as p tends to

Eo(p)

<

lim Eo(p) = Eo(æ),

of p and is upper

infinity. That is,

p>0

(5.A.4)

p-__à0O

where

f-

'.(*)

--tos,/

l:=r:

J-æ

as shown in Appendix

(s.A.s)

'(rrk)]"o0,

5-8.

For an AWGN channel with BPSK modulation K = 2 and:
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p(rrk) =Gk;".p1

('

rzt-tl vql'

(s.A.6)
1

Substi tuting and simpl

ifying,

B(*)=#

6.A.7)

where R is the code rate and

yo

%(p)<H

and

(s.A.8)

is the signal-to-noise ratio per information bit.

Armed with the bound on the Gallager function the theorem can be proved.
WER can be approximated by:

q

wER-^ o(

No

=*"*r[

- *.0-,".t0 ]

(s.A.e)

for high signal-to-noise ratios.

In order to choose a limit on the number of nodes the sequential algorithm should
be allowed to visit, the distribution of the number of nodes visited should be known. A

typical plot of this distribution can be found in [Sava66] or [LiCo83]. The pareto like
di stri buti

on i s characteri

sti

c of sequential

al

gori thms.

The Pr I N > L ] curve is bounded by:

(^fr) '=erlN>Ll=r(^trù '
where B >

(s.A.10)

1.

Approximating Pr I N > L ] by the upper bound and rewriting gives:

erI N = L ] -

-B
(
""p[-p'" ( ñkt)
" ñkù.p

17

]

(5.A.11)

For Pr I N > L ] to decay as the wER the following equalify must hold:

oh (,ufo) = *.o,",n.ro

(s.A.12)

or

hl L ì=R'd.in'Yu
p
\N-in I
The pareto exponent

l(=-

p

(s.A.13)

is the implicit solution of:

Eo(p)
p

(s.A.14)

where R is the code rate and E (p) is the Gallager function.
The bound on the Gallager function, bounds the pareto exponent p as:

R'To

o=la(p)
'RRlnZ.ø

= Yb

(s.A.1s)

Substituting the bound for p gives:

t(ñk)=ry==

R'd.in'ln

2=tn2R'd-'

(s.4.16)

1"2

or

L > N*in 2R'd't

(s.A.17)

which proves the theorem.
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,Appendix

5-A-Z

Second Froof

of

T'heonern

The second proof uses a result from Viterbi and Omura [ViOm79] for decoding
convolutional codes. When sequentially decoding convolutional codes the number of
branch extensions per node can be limited to:

Ñ,n =

*-=

branch extensions per node

for an (n,k) constraini length (M +

i)

-

2k(M +

1)

(s.A.18)

convolutional code. This will guarantee that errors

due to insufficient searching have the same exponential decay with signal-to-noise ratio as

errors due to noise.

Using the following bound on a convolutional code's free distance:

dr<n(M+l)

(5.4.19)

lowers bound the number of branch extensions per node to:

Ñ.

=

*fi->

(s.A.20)

2R'd'

where R is the code rate.
Replacing d, by

d-,

(the minimum distance of a block code) and multiplying by the

minimum number of nodes the sequential algorithm must visit to decode a linear block code
gives:

L > Nn'i,r 2R'd"o'

(5.A.2r)

which proves the theorem.
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.&ppendix

S-ts

Froof,

of

Gallagen Functior¡ l-imit

The Gallager function for an unquantized memoryless channel is defined as:

r+(p)

- - rosz

{

fÞ* å,p

(r

rk¡ 1'r,.0]'*o o,

(s.8.1)

Therefore, the limit as p tends to infinity is:

R,(*)=rimE(p)= tim-roe,
p-+æ
p_-+oo

which can be rewritten

f-r*-r
lr*p'o.
(s.B.z)
I IIåtp(rtk¡1r/r+oII

J_*rk=0,*

as:

K-1

B(*)

- "szj

rn)

frtnrrtk;1i/t+o

(s.8.3)

1

:-['*

i+p
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].,

Using l'Hospital's rule this becomes:

ra(*) - - to/,

f _.-rL

-1: å'n

o rr

r r<r

]or

(s.8.4)

or

I

in<

ri(*)-.,oszl]ln p{rrr<)j dr

(s.B.s)

which is the desired result.
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Chapter 6

- Conctr¿¡sion

Unlike convolutional codes, there are no general algorithms for efficient maximum

likelihood soft decision decoding of linear block codes. Instead of trying to find such an
algorithm, though, it might be easier to adapt a convolutional algorithm to a block code.
Perhaps, an even easier solution is to make a block code look like a convolutional code.

In chapter 2 it was shown that all block codes have a tree representation and all
linear block codes also have a trellis representation. This being so, it should be possible to
use the

Viterbi algorithm or

a sequential algorithm to decode a linear

block code. Furthermore,

instead of trying to suit the algorithms to the block code it is easier to design block code
encoders suited to the algorithms. One encoder realizationtreats a block code as
rate one time-varying convolutional code.

If

if it

were a

the block code is cyclic, then the convolutional

code need no longer be time-varying. Using the convolutional encoder realization, the
sequential algorithm (with the Fano metric) is able to perform maximum likelihood decoding

of linear block codes.
Chapter 3 dealt with the issue of computational complexity. Normally, the complexity

of the sequential algorithm is measured in terms of the average amount of searching that it

performs. For block codes, though, the complexity is normally measured in terms of
equivalent real number additions. Chapter 3 gives an expression to translate the measured

complexity (average nodes searched) into the complexity (equivalent real number additions)

for block codes. The complexity of the sequential algorithm can be summarized

as

follows:

the number of additions grows linearly with the number of nodes searched while the

number

of

comparisons grows quadratically with the number

of

nodes searched.

Consequently, too much searching will make the sequential algorithm inefficient. Therefore

the algorithm is best used at moderate to high signal-to-noise ratios when the amount
searching is small.
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Chapter 4 gives a summary of computer simulations of the sequential algorithm.

The simulations confirmed that the sequential algorithm is maximum likelihood. As well,
the simulations showed that the algorithm is computationally efficient for moderate signalto-noise ratios. In fact, by 6 dB, the sequential algorithm is the most efficient algorithm for
decoding the (24,12) Golay code.

Finally, chapter 5 discussed some refinements that can be made to the sequential
algorithm to reduce its complexity. These included setting an upper limit to the number of
nodes the algorithm can search, and reducing the size of the stack that holds all the
contending paths. These refinements come at the cost of error performance.

To conclude, the sequential algorithm is definitely a viable alternative for decoding

linear block codes. All that is required is that the block code be made to look like

a

convolutional code. Once that step is done, any convolutional decoding algorithm, including
the sequential algorithm, can be applied easily.

The convolutional code approach to linear block codes is one of the three key
contributions of this thesis. The second contribution is the observation and proof that the
sequential algorithm is able to perform maximum likelihood decoding when the metric
satisfies cerüain conditions. Finally, the complexity measures of chapter 3, together, form
the last of the three key contributions of the thesis.

6.1,

R.ecommendations

for Further

It may be interesting to pursue the following

1.

In 1979, Solomon and

Study

ideas:

van Tilborg coauthored a paper that showed how to transform

a rate l/n quasi-cyclic code into a rate l/n convolutional code [SoVa79]. This
approach requires that the encoder be pre-loaded with the end of the information
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sequence. Unfortunately, when an information sequence has to be decoded, the
end of the sequence is not known with certainty.

in its current form, the sequential

algorithm can not be used successfully when the initial encoder state is unknown.

Modifying the sequential algorithm to suit this encoder is an open problem.

2.

By casting a block code in the form of a convolutional code, perhaps time-varying,

it

has been possible to borrow convolutional decoding algorithms

for the purpose of

decoding block codes. There may be other results for convolutional codes that can
be extended to block codes (i.e. rate one convolutionar codes).

3.

For convolutional codes, the sequential algorithm has a pareto distribution of
computation. This distribution has been used to determine the signal-to-noise ratio
at which the average number of nodes searched by the sequential algorithm becomes

unbounded. For block codes, due to the finite tree or trellis, the average number of
nodes searched

will never become unbounded. A more useful

measure for a block

code might be the signal-to-noise ratio at which the complexity of the sequential

algorithm is worse than the Viterbi algorithm. For example, this occurred at 3 dB

for the (24,12) Golay code. So far, no results have been developed to predict the
signal-to-noise ratio at which this would occur.

4.

The memory between successive trees for concatenated codes may cause practical

problems' This can be avoided by clearing the contents of the convolutional encoder.

A better solution may be to ignore the memory and determine the degradation in
error perforrnance caused by this assumption.
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